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EDITOR’S NOTE

THANK YOU FOR BEING THE FOOD HEROES THE  
WORLD NEEDS

By Jeniña Muñoz

Hello everyone, this is Nina --- Innosen’s Editor-in-Chief and the marketing 

geek behind all our fun posts on Linkedin, newsletters and website. I hope 

you don’t tire from reading our articles and blogs as I write my best to 

provide you with my personal insights and thoughts of my journey in the 

metal packaging industry.  Please stay tuned and be informed.

2020 is the year of the pandemic. It has forced 
us to change the way we interact with the 
people and how we operate our businesses, 
and it didn’t spare the metal packaging 
industry.

It is really astonishing how the industry rose 
up to the challenge to deliver despite the 
situation. Not only to produce higher quantities 
but to produce them with high quality with 
urgency. The metal packaging industry was 
definitely wrung into its next form and we are 
extremely honored to be with you the whole 
time in keeping up with the demand. 

Now with the new protocols and safety 
measures that need to be observed to avoid 
the spread of the virus, it will also change 
the way we celebrate the upcoming holidays. 
Let this not be a reason to be hopeless and 
discouraged to do our best for the upcoming 
year. 

This holiday season, I would like to thank all of 
you, can makers and suppliers alike, to all who 
made sure that the needs are delivered. You 
are all front liners too. Thank you for providing 
the safest and fastest food option for the world 
during the pandemic. The need for food never 
stops and so is your production. Thank you for 
being the food heroes the world needed.  

Wishing you safety and good health in the days 
and weeks ahead. Happy holidays, everyone!

• EDITOR’S NOTE •



I N  A  N U T S H E L L

OUR COMPANY’S MISSION IS TO HELP 
THE METAL PACKAGING INDUSTRY 
PRODUCE THE BEST QUALITY PRODUCTS 
WITH THE LEAST AMOUNT OF EFFORT, 
MONEY AND RESOURCES.

We make this happen by providing them 

innovative sensors that would minimize 

their production downtime and maximize 

efficiency.

Our history involves working closely with 

our partners to make sure we understand 

their needs before developing solutions for 

each specific problem. In fact, our sensors 

are products of our close and meaningful 

partnership with our clients. We always 

introduce our products with THEM and for 

THEM.  

Avoid downtime. Choose Innosen ---  
YOUR PARTNER IN QUALITY.

Innosen has been there to deliver solutions to 

production issues like the formation of  

double sheets, skewed sheets and missing 

tabs to name a few. With Innosen, no matter 

how big or small the problem is, it’s always a 

CAN do. 

 

What better way to help the metal packaging 

industry become more efficient than providing  

Innovative Sensors for their production 

needs? 
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7 WAYS TO USE A7 WAYS TO USE A
DOUBLE SHEET/END DETECTORDOUBLE SHEET/END DETECTOR

Get 99.9% protection against damage to machinery and delays using double 

sheet / end detectors. Get maximum value for your money. Here’s a list of 

where to use them:

1. UNLOADERS
Prevents double sheets even  

before they are loaded onto  

the line.

2. COATER INFEED

Prevents uncoated / partially  
coated sheets.

3. COATER OUTFEED

Prevents overlapping of sheets  
that cause coating voids.

4. WICKET OVEN OUTFEED

Makes sure sheets didn’t bond  
or nest on the wicket.

5. SLITTER INFEED 6. SHEET FEED PRESSES

Protects slitters from double 
sheet damage.

Protects your tooling from 
blunting and damage.

7. SEAMER

No more delays during 
seaming (for double ends).

• PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT •
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WHY MARGIN 
INSPECTION 
IS IMPORTANT 
AND HOW IT  
AFFECTS YOUR 
ENTIRE  
PRODUCTION
Margins or stencils are important to get right on 
coated sheets. This is where the can is welded. In 
the welding process, several factors are taken into 
consideration in order to produce the best quality 
cans with the least possible unplanned downtime. 
These factors are:  correct positioning of the margin 
being welded, the margin is clean and free from any 
contamination and the status of welder itself (must 
be in sync and in perfect condition).

Margin contamination is one of the leading reasons 
for unplanned downtime. A contaminated margin 
can either break your tooling or cause leaks in your 
welded cans due to a bad weld. What are the usual 
contaminants?

- Lacquer splashes 
- Water splashes
- Fingerprints
- Dust

Aside from contaminants, you could also get defects 
when margins are not inspected. Here are examples 
of defects that could be present in your margins:

MARGIN DEFECTS / ISSUES:

1. MISALIGNED MARGINS

+  Sheets that have moved sideways or skewed either 
in the coater or in the slitter. 

RESULT: 
-  Lacquer will be present on the margins.

2. DIRTY MARGINS  

+  Margins get dirty when contaminants get onto 
them. Examples of contaminants are grease, 
rust, watermarks or fingerprints. Grease on 
margins come very often from the equipment 
since all bearings are greased. Grease can 
drip/spill into a machine and get onto plates. 
Although this is rare, it should always be avoided.   

+  More frequently, we see “grease” or tar from the 
ovens. As the sheets pass through the ovens, 
volatile organic substances evaporate from the 
lacquer. These substances can condensate in 
colder places of the oven where they slowly burn 
into a sticky kind of tar. When there is enough of it, 
it can drop back onto the sheets. It falls anywhere 
but could also fall right on the margin.

+  Margins can also rust if the tinplate has been 
exposed to adverse atmospheric conditions. 

RESULT:
-  Contaminants cause weld wire breakage and  

bad weld quality. 

• ARTICLE •
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WHY MARGIN INSPECTION IS IMPORTANT AND HOW IT  
AFFECTS YOUR ENTIRE PRODUCTION CONTINUED...

3. LACQUER ON MARGINS 

If grooves in the rollers have not been cleaned, there 
is a possibility of lacquer getting on the margins. 
This causes feathering on the sheet margins.

+  High viscosity of lacquer could also be a reason 
for this problem. High viscosity can be caused by 
two reasons: 

1.  The lacquer is OK but simply too cold. The colder 
the lacquer is, the more viscous it gets.

2.  The solid content of the lacquer is too high. Every 
lacquer consists of a resin (the solid) that has 
been dissolved in a solvent. If there is a fixed 
amount of solvent while adding more resin to 
dissolve, the viscosity will also increase.

+  The lacquering machine needs a constant supply 
of lacquer. This lacquer is taken from a little day 
tank on the side of the coater. It is pumped out 
and goes to the rollers that put it onto the sheets. 
The tank needs to be at a good functional level 
and should be replenished regularly. The line 
operator needs to keep an eye on his day tank and 
if the level is too low, he needs to pump lacquer 
from the drum into the day tank. In some factories 
this is automated but if the day tank asks for 
more lacquer and the drum is empty, there will 
be no lacquer available to refill the day tank. The 
lacquering machine will run out of coating. This is 
called lacquer starvation. 

RESULT:
-  If lacquer is present on one of the margins, it’s 

likely that it will also be present on the other 
margins. Lacquer on margins could result in burnt 
weld rolls and weld wire breakage.

The IS610 Plain Margin Inspector detects lacquer 
and other contaminants on the sheet margins that 
could result in damaged equipment, prolonged 

downtime, decreased productivity, broken weld 
wire, burnt weld rolls, poor weld quality and 
other quality issues. On a typical sheet that has 4 
margins, you only need one sensor to detect up to 
80% of the defects from coating to curing, saving 
your welder from possible damages or downtime.

For larger cans, the number of inner margins may 
be less. The IS610 Plain Margin Inspector has 
been tested only for operation on inner margins 
of the sheet. The outer margins are more prone to 
vibration and fluctuation as they experience the 
first impact from the sidelays upon entering the 
cutter roller. The customer may still opt to install 
sensors on outer margins for 100% inspection on 
all margins, but reliable operation of the sensor is 
not guaranteed due to the reasons stated above. 

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE IS610 

The IS610 Plain Margin Inspector is an  
auto-learning, self-calibrating sensor with intuitive 
software assist for sensor alignment. It has an Easy 
Fit feature-product housing designed to fit very 
close to the cutter blades. It has a Heartbeat signal 
to make sure you know it’s still working. The IS610 
works on clear lacquers and detects fingerprints. It 
has a configurable output pulse period to sync with 
slitter machine input timing requirements. It comes 
with a special mounting kit for easy installation 
and adjustment which can hold several sensors.

IS610 Plain Margin Inspector on the slitter

• ARTICLE •
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CAN YOU FIND THAT

ONE SPOILED CAN?

The contents were spoiled because the lacquer of the 
can was applied on the wrong side. This is a very rare but 
dangerous problem in canmaking. To protect the can from 
getting corroded by the filling and keep it from reacting 
with bare metal, these inside-out cans must be detected 
immediately.

The IS621 Inverted Blank Detector is a self-calibrating 
sensor that helps prevent the occurrence of inside-out 
cans or cans with lacquer on the wrong side.

 IS621 Inverted Blank Detector

• PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT •
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Made to safeguard your production line, these sensors 
will make sure that no can is uninspected. Every can 
produced will be safe from any quality issues and  
no precious time is wasted due to downtime. 

DOUBLE SHEET DETECTOR IS231
A fully self-calibrating sensor providing 100% 
protection. No operator adjustment required. 
Compatible with both aluminium and steel in wide 
thickness range.

TAB VERIFIER IS240
Detects double shell and missing tab on conversion 
press. Small and modular, compatible with both 
aluminium and steel.

SHEET ALIGNMENT SYSTEM 
(IS416, IS430 MK II, IS450)

Sheet Skew Detector IS416 - Protects against poorly 
placed coating by detecting skewed (rotated) sheets 
at the coater. Now with stronger cables. 

Sheet Translation Detector IS430 MK II -  
Adds protection against laterally displaced coating 
by detecting sheet misalignment at the coater.

Sheet Registration Counter IS450 - 
Adds protection against poor sheet registration by 
warning of sheet misfeeds at the coater.

ARE YOU 
INNOSEN 
PROTECTED?
We provide solutions to protect your canmaking investment.

PLAIN MARGIN INSPECTOR IS610
Protects your welders from contaminated margins -  
also against drops of clear lacquer.

MISSING LACQUER DETECTOR IS641/IS651
Protects against missing lacquer on coated sheets.

INVERTED BLANK DETECTOR IS621
Reliably detects inverted can bodies with lacquer  
on the wrong side.

Unique features of our sensors:
• Easy to install and can fit in tight spaces
• Smart and reliable 
• Made of durable materials and ROHS compliant

Protect every line of your production. Save on time  
and effort. Use Innosen, your partner in quality.

IS240

IS231

IS641 / IS651

Sheet Alignment System:

IS430 MK II IS450

IS416

IS621IS610

• PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT •
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missing lacquer 

IS641

on sheets?

S E E  I T .  P R E V E N T  I T .  S O L V E  I T .

 ®    Detects partially lacquered sheets, 
which causes can corrosion and 
blunting of press tooling

 ®    Detects sheets that are lacquered  
on the wrong side

MISSING LACQUER  
DETECTOR

Features:
 ® No buttons or dials
 ® No adjustments
 ® No programming
 ® No maintenance

• PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT •
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October 2020 — Detecting skewed or rotated sheets has 
levelled up with Innosen’s latest upgrade of the IS415 
Sheet Skew Measurement System! The IS416 Sheet 
Skew Detector becomes available to the market as the 
company aims to ease can makers’ troubles in detecting 
one of the most common problems in the industry, 
misaligned sheets. These misaligned sheets cause poor 
coating placement that leads to weld wire breakage, 
damage to weld rollers or poor-quality welds. This 
further results to spoilage, downtime, and customer 
complaints due to poor quality products.

The IS416 is an upgraded version of the IS415 where all 
parts are made more robust. The system’s new cables 
are stronger and sturdier and guaranteed to last longer. 
Its new window design also has better protection and 
is easier to clean. This means less cleaning time, easier 
maintenance and more time on the actual job. The 
vertical parts on the heads are thinner, allowing an 
additional 90mm total space to accommodate wider 
range of sheets without constant re-adjustments. These 
upgrades allow them to save more time and more 
money. 

The IS416 Sheet Skew Detector also provides statistics 
on sheet skewness to help determine and improve 
process capability.

To apply maximum process control and a more improved 
coating process, get the IS430 MK II Sheet Translation 
Detector add-on module which works with the  
IS416 Sheet Skew Detector, detecting not only 
skewed sheets but even “translated” sheets. Get the  
IS450 Sheet Registration Counter add-on module to 
protect against poor sheet registration by detecting 
sheets that arrive too early or too late at the coater. 

The IS416 Sheet Skew Detector will be available to clients 
worldwide by October 21, 2020. For more information 
about Innosen and its products, visit www.innosen.com 

A stronger and sleeker skew sheet detection  is on 
its way thanks to the upgraded Sheet Skew Detector 
from Innosen!

  FEATURES:

✅ Tougher and sturdier cables
✅ Longer arms allowing for wider sheets 
✅ Redesigned windows for easier cleaning 
✅  Stronger heads made to last the rigors of your  

  production line
✅ All in all a stronger design 
✅ PLUS you get all skewed sheets OUT OF THE WAY! 
✅ Time-saving (no manual calibration needed) 
✅ Mounting kit available for easier installation 
 

BUFFED UP

GAME!

Skewed Sheet  
Detector now 
in the 

A SUPERIOR SOLUTION 

ALL AT THE SAME VALUE AS  

THE PREDECESSOR!

TO A DREADFUL PROBLEM

• PRODUCT UPGRADE •
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IS430 MK II

Eliminate skewed and 
translated sheets with 
the upgraded 

October 2020 — Less maintenance and more savings 
are just some of the benefits that the new Sheet 
Translation Detector from Innosen has to offer. The 
latest enhancements on this detection system is set to 
be revealed this year along with Innosen’s new Sheet 
Skew Detector IS416. The duo becomes available to 
the market as the company targets one of the most 
expensive problems in the industry, misaligned sheets. 
Misaligned sheets are the cause of poor coating 
placement. This leads to certain problems in the 
production like weld wire breakage, damage to weld 
rollers or poor-quality welds. The result of these 
problems are sheet spoilage, downtime, and customer 
complaints.

The IS430 MK II is a sheet translation detector for 
coating and lacquering lines. It is used at the outfeed of 
a machine and ensures that the sheet does not translate 
out of tolerance. This ensures that when the sheet is cut, 
the margins sit in the correct place. Misplaced margins 
will no longer cause the welder to stop operation.

The IS430 MK II is an upgraded version of IS430 with 
improved cables and connectors. These improvements 
allow better connector protection against lacquer 
splashes and mist, saving time and money for 
maintenance. The IS430 MK II is an add-on option to the 
IS416 Sheet Skew Detector and consists of a single IS430 
MK II Measurement Head. 

The system provides statistics on sheet skewness and 
translation to help determine and improve process 
capability. 

To complete your sheet alignment detection system, get 
the IS450 Sheet Registration Counter add-on module 
to protect against poor sheet registration by detecting 
sheets that arrive too early or too late at the coater. 

This upgraded version of IS430 comes with improved 
cables and connectors. These improvements allow 
better connector protection against  lacquer splashes 
and mist, saving time and money for maintenance.

THE SHEET TRANSLATION  
DETECTOR IS430 MK II

*Accessory to the IS416 Sheet Skew Detector

  FEATURES:

✅ Better connector protection
✅ Less maintenance 

✅ Save MONEY
✅ Save TIME

The IS430 MK II, IS416 (see page 11), and the IS450 
(optional) combination gives you all the tools you need 
for a comprehensive coating process improvement 
program.

By cutting out the need for manual measurements and 
giving immediate feedback as sheets go through the 
roll, the IS416 and IS430 MKII combined system enables 
quicker changeovers, reliable coater alignment and 
faster production rates without the risk of spoilage.

The IS430 MK II Sheet Translation Detector will be 
available to clients worldwide by October 21, 2020. For 
more information about Innosen and its products, visit 
www.innosen.com.

• PRODUCT UPGRADE •
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Bangkok, Thailand <3temple in
joining the trend!!Leaning Tower of Pisa, Italy

My Hover adventures throughout the years!

La Sagrada 

Familia, Spain

Chillin’ in the shade
El Nido, Philippines

The IS9650 Hoverprobe, pioneer 

in coating thickness measurement, 

is enjoying its vacation in different 

places around the world!

Trusted by canmakers worldwide, 

the Hoverprobe has proven its 

reliability through its world-class 

R&R. 
The IS9650 Hoverprobe is used with the SI9600 Coating Thickness Gauge to test the coating, lacquer and varnish thickness of flat sheets.

With a simple press of a button, it suspends lightly on a cushion of air to easily hover the probe around the coated blanks.

• PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT •
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ENAMEL RATING:
Failure Mode and Effect 
Analysis ( FMEA )

Over the years, Innosen has done some thorough 
investigation of the failure modes of the enamel rating 
process.

The changes made to the hardware of the enamel 
rating fixtures have been the result of identifying those 
failures.

What faults have been identified?

1 |  POOR CONTACT WITH THE METAL 
SUBSTRATE: DOUBLE CONTACTS

Problem: If the contact with the metal substrate has not 
been established properly, this will result in an apparent 
series resistance in the measurement loop. As result, all 
the measured values seem better than they really are.

Solution: All the Innosen measurement fixtures use 
two probes each makes contact with the substrate. 
These probes go back to the electronics unit and the 
resistance between the two probes is measured on a 
continuous basis. Only when the contact resistance is 
0 ohms that the enamel rate test will run. Even if the 
contact deteriorates during the test (due to for example 
vibration), the test will be interrupted till good contact 
has been re-established. This way, the error will be 
eliminated.

2 |  CORROSION OF THE MEASUREMENT 
PROBE: TITANIUM PROBE

Problem: Due to corrosive liquids being used for the 
enamel rate test, the probe which is inserted in the 
liquid corrodes. Once it is covered with corrosion layer, 
this layer forms a series resistance that makes enamel 
rating reading appear better than they really are.

Solution: All the Innosen measurement fixtures now 
have titanium probes. Titanium is as inert as glass in 
the enamel rating environment. No corrosion means 
accurate results.

3 |  ELECTRONIC FAULTS: CALIBRATION 
VERIFICATION

Problem: The electronics unit is calibrated once a year 
under ISO requirements. If a fault develops in between 
two calibrations, this could go unnoticed and lead to 
faulty measurement results for a prolonged time.

Solution: Innosen has built 3 calibration resistors into 
every test fixture they manufacture. The recommended 
SOP (Standard Operating Procedure) prescribes that 
before every measurement cycle, the operator verifies 
the system calibration and linearity. He subsequently 
measures the batch. After the batch has been measured, 
the operator will verify the calibration again. If the 
enamel rate equipment is correct before and after the 
measurements have been taken, it is almost impossible 
for them to be wrong during the measurement itself.  

This test verification eliminates electronic errors that 
could occur in between calibrations.

4 |  ENAMEL RATING LIQUID TOUCHES THE CUT 
EDGE OF THE MEASURED OBJECT (END 
ENAMEL RATING ONLY): SPECIAL SEALS

Problem: Most fixtures on the market use a standard 
O-ring to seal the end into the measurement fixture. 
After measurement, the cohesion force lifts the liquid to 
the highest point of the O-ring seal. From there, it runs 
down on both sides of the seal under the force of gravity. 
If enough liquid has been accumulated, it can touch 
the cut edge. This can cause problems for subsequent 
measurements, as in this case, the readings will appear 
too high.

• ARTICLE •
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ENAMEL RATING: FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT 
ANALYSIS (FMEA) Continued...

Solution: Innosen uses a specially designed seal. It has 
a lip that moves upward when the vacuum is relaxed 
and forces the liquid to run back into the basin so it will 
not cause faulty readings by getting to the cut edge.

5 |  FILL LEVEL INCONSISTENCY: BUILT IN  
LEVEL CHECKING 

Problem: Some operators do not fill the container to 
the right level. This lower level means that part of the 
can is not evaluated during the test. This could lead to 
the wrong readings.

Solution: All Innosen enamel rating fixtures have a level 
sensing feature. This prevents the test from starting if 
the fill level is not correct thus eliminating the fault 
mode.

6 |  TEST INFLUENCED BY OPERATORS 
REMOVING BAD CANS: BLANK DISPLAY

Problem: Operators have been known to remove cans 
from a batch of cans if they were found to have high 
readings, because defective cans could affect their 
bonus scheme. When they start an enamel rate test, 
then see the result would be much higher than what is 
allowed, they would abort the test (before the 4 second 
time elapses) and would substitute a good can.

Solution: It is possible to blank the display on the 
electronics unit during the test. Only once the 4 seconds 
test is finished will the results be shown. At that point, 
the system will already have sent the measured value 
to the central data collection system, avoiding operator 
influence (only possible if connected to a data collection 
system).

7 |  DEFECTIVE BUTTONS ON THE 
ELECTRONICS UNIT: SEMI-AUTOMATIC 
OPERATION

Problem: On most systems, the operators need to press 
buttons to store the measured values or to switch-on 
the vacuum in case of end measurements.

Solution: All Innosen measurement fixtures (except 
the one for aluminum foil) can take the measurements 
automatically. The operator will only have to move the 
cans or ends in and out of the measurement fixture. The 
measurement of a batch of cans or ends itself does not 
require the operator to press or turn any buttons. As no 
buttons are used they also won’t fail.

TIRED OF SEEING
UNRELIABLE RESULTS?
WRONG READINGS = BAD QUALITY CAN

Ensure a perfect can contact with Innosen’s 
IS9015 Can Stand for Enamel Rater!

• ARTICLE •
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HOW DOES A SMART  
DETECTOR LOOK LIKE?

Double Sheet Detector 
IS231

Fully automatic sensor with:

ONE OF ITS KIND

Innosen’s IS231 Double Sheet Detector never requires any adjustments during change 

of sheet thickness and material. 

It also has one of a kind feature that automatically learns the correct sheet thickness 

and rejects a double sheet even if the first sheet it saw was a double. This is done 

using the ‘retrospective reject’ feature. 

RETROSPECTIVE REJECT

• PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT •
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Innosen is in solidarity with the members of the industry 
and the community in dealing with the COVID-19 
pandemic.

We would like you to know that we have implemented our 
business continuity protocol to ensure our people’s health 
and safety while providing you uninterrupted support. We 
have a work from home set-up starting March 17, 2020 for 
all our employees. Along with the government’s mandate 
of lockdown and enhanced quarantine both in Spain and 
the Philippines, Innosen is at a reduced capacity that 
may affect delivery dates. Your contact from Innosen will 
update you on the status of your orders.

Meanwhile, communication is still 100% and we will be 
ready to receive all your support requirements.

It is during these times that we need to be even more 
united in helping each other .

5 SIMPLE WAYS TO HELP EACH OTHER... CONTINUED

1. Help stop the spread of the virus 
Take care and look after yourself, practice proper hygiene 
by thoroughly washing your hands, stay home as much 
as possible and practice social distancing. Wear a face 
mask if you need to, sneeze and cough into a tissue or 
handkerchief.  Don’t wear your outside shoes inside 
your home.  If you see friends or work colleagues in the 
supermarket or across the street, the alternatives for 
handshakes and hugs are: a wave, peace sign, hand on the 
heart and the ‘all good’ nod. By protecting yourself, you 
are also protecting the people around you. 
  
2. Prioritize our elders’ safety by keeping them home  
Our elderly are the most at risk during this time so make 
sure that they are safe and not exposed to the virus. Keep 
them at home and avoid making direct contact with them 
if you’ve been outside.   
    
3. Don’t get duped by fake news!  
Now that most people stay at home, they tend to spend 
more time online and fall for fake news. Get information 
from trusted sources like World Health Organization, your 
local news outlet and government websites. Report any 
misinformation you see online to prevent it from spreading 
fear among other people.  STOP sharing fake news too!  
     
4. Share positivity   
It is during this time that people need more good news and 
inspirational stories to read. Use social media to spread 
positivity and light amidst this crisis. It can either be a 
feel-good video, movie suggestions for people to watch 
and good activities you’ve been doing to keep yourself 
healthy while on self-quarantine or even good news about 
recovered patients.    
   
5. Maximize the power of online technology to help others 
Fundraising campaigns for people financially affected by 
the quarantine is something that you could do online to help. 
With thousands of businesses closing during the quarantine, 
thousands of employees also stand to lose their income.    
  
Always remember, helping each other in times like this 
could make a huge difference in battling the virus. Let’s 
all survive this crisis together! We hope for you and your 
family’s safety and health!

Times of crisis call for people to be more mindful of their 
words and actions. With the spread of the coronavirus 
all over the world, everyone’s health and safety is at 
risk, so here are 5 simple ways to care for others and for 
yourself too:

Innosen’s Statement  
on Covid-19

5 Simple Ways
to help each  
other during
COVID-19
Pandemic

• STATEMENT •
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1. Unaligned sheets during coating producing skewed margins.
2. Lacquer on sheet margins.
3. Contaminants like rust, grease or fingerprints.

Innosen’s IS610 Plain Margin Inspector 
assures you of this protection. It detects 
lacquer and other contaminants on sheet 
margins, and as a result, it protects the 
welder from breaking. It is designed to be 
fitted close to the cutting roll on the slitter 
to ensure maximum inspection before 
sheets go to the welder. 

You only need ONE sensor to detect up to 
80% of the defects from coating to curing, 
saving your welder from possible damages 
or downtime. 

These defects should be detected and removed right before the welder.

The good news is...

Canmakers say that 70-80% of weld wire/roll 
breaks is because of the following:
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IS610 Plain Margin Inspector
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About our Partner
Standard Can is one of the largest producers of cans 
in Thailand. With more than 60 years of can making 
experience, Standard Can has truly established 
the standards of can making with their world-class 
quality products. Their commitment to using the 
latest metal packaging technologies has undeniably 
made them reliable in producing safe, durable and 
superior packaging choices.

Partners in Quality
If there’s one thing that Standard Can and Innosen 
have in common, that would be quality.

As one of the largest metal can distributors in Asia, 
Standard Can highly values quality assurance. 
Innosen has been a proud partner of Standard Can for 
20 years, ensuring that all products being distributed 
are safe and in their best condition. Innosen does 
not just aim to produce quality products but 
increased efficiency and tool durability. Our quality 
and innovative sensors have been helping Standard 
Can employees double their productivity without 
doubling their efforts.

Sensors that sense your needs
We sense the problem even before it enters the scene.
Innosen’s IS415 Sheet Skew Measurement System 
(now  upgraded to IS416 Sheet Skew Detector) has 
helped Standard Can prevent sheet lacquering 
problems to occur during production. Being one of 
the most important steps in can making, proper sheet 
lacquering is a priority in the production. Proper 
sheet position leads to proper lacquer application 
— and the IS415 has made proper sheet positioning 
effortless for Standard Can.

The IS9650 Hoverprobe has also been an aid for 
Standard Can in reducing cost by measuring their 
sheets’ lacquer thickness. But that’s just some of the 
few things that made our partnership even stronger.

Setting THE GOLD STANDARD with

STANDARD CAN

Finishing Touches
It’s not easy to be the best in the world 
of innovation. There’s always a need 
to improve and a room to fill with 
breakthroughs. Standard Can and Innosen 
are not just partners in quality; we share 
one purpose — that is to provide expert 
metal packaging solutions.

Products in Use
IS415 Sheet Skew Measurement System 
(now upgraded to IS416 Sheet Skew 
Detector) - Protects against poorly placed 
coating by detecting skewed (rotated) 
sheets at the coater.

Hoverprobe IS9650 - Test coating 
thickness on flat sheets with world class 
R&R.
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WHERE  
QUALITY MEETS

RELIABILITY
For over 20 years, Innosen has developed remarkable sensors that help can makers 

eliminate production problems, reduce cost and even increase production rates.

Our sensors have been synonymous with quality, reliability and innovation. 

From easily detecting double sheets, efficient UV logging, reliable coating thickness 

measurement to effortless skew detection, it’s proven how powerful our sensors are. 

The power to cut cost, save time and secure the quality of products is within  

your reach.  Choose Innosen --- Your partner in Quality.


